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ROINN GNOTHAI EACHTRACHA
DEPARTMENTOFEXTERNALAFFAIRS

BAILE ATHA CLIATH
DUBLIN

1 August, 1951

A Chara,

Our Ambassador in London recently met Lord Justice

Bucknill, who has retired from the post of Lord Justice of

Appeal. He told Mr. Boland that he was Deputy Judge

Advocate General of the British Forces in Ireland at the

time of the Rising in 1916 and was concerned with the

courtmartial of a number of leaders, including Mr. de

Valera. He added that it was he personally who brought

the letter from Padraig Pearse to Sir John Maxwell accept-

ing responsibility for the rising and asking that the lives

of the other leaders should be spared.

Mr. Boland found Lord Justice Bucknill inclined to be

very friendly and helpful and suggested that, if the Bureau

had any gaps in their records of that period which he might

conceivably be able to fill, he was sure hewould be glad to

do so.

Mise, le meas,

Lewis Sharman
Rúnaí.

Braonain Uas.,
Secretary,

Bureau of Military History,
26 Westland Row.



15 Meán Fómhair, 1951.

Rúnaí,
Roinn Gnóthaí Eachtraha.

With reference to your letter of lst ultimo, regarding
Lord Justice Bucknill, who recently retired from the post
of Lord Justice of Appeal, the Director would be grateful
if the Ambassador in London would approach the Lord Justice
and ask him to place on record anything of which he has had
experience in connection with the Rising of 1916 and
subsequent events.

The practice of the Bureau is to seek to obtain a full
record of a witness's own experiences, rather than to get any
person to fill in the gaps in other statements as it is not
the function of the Bureau to decide whether any particular
statement is accurate or complete. For that reason, it is
desirable that Lord Justice Bucknill's complete story should,
if possible, be placed on record.

The Director, who as you are aware is Secretary to the
President, wishes me to make it clear that any information
given to the Bureau, whether in the form of statements,
letters or other documents will, except where the donor
himself expresses a wish to the contrary, be treated with the
strictest confidence until such time as the collection as a
whole is released for study by historians, and that will not
be during the lifetime of any person who took part in the
events and developments with which the Bureau is concerned.
If Lord Justice Bucknill wishes, his story and/or any
associated documents can be placed under the Director's
personal seal for a stipulated period of years, and that,
in fact, has already been done in a number of cases.

He desires me to add that the giving of material to the
Bureau in no way affects the right of a witness to use it in
any way he himself wishes, whether by publication or
otherwise.

I am enclosing a copy of this letter, together with
copies of an informative leaflet issued by the Bureau in
case the Ambassador would like to use them in communicating
with Lord Justice Bucknill.

(Signed) P.J. BRENNAN

Rúnaí.



ROINN GNÓTHAI EACHTRACHA
DEPARTMENTOF EXTERNALAFFAIRS

Confidential
BAILE ATHA CLIATH

DUBLIN

27 Lunasa, l954

Buro Staire Mileata, 1913-21.

With reference to your letter of the 15th
September, 1951, regarding the offer of Lord
Justice Bucknill to place on record his experiences
in connection with the Rising of 1916, I am directed
by the Minister for External Affairs to inform you
that, early last year, our Ambassador in London had
Sir Alfred to lunch and received from him the

accompanying papers. I enclose Mr. Boland's account
of his conversation with Sir Alfred.

You will note the wish expressed by Sir Alfred
that his name would not be mentioned in connection
with this matter during his lifetime.

regret for the
I am to express/delay in transmitting the

accompanying documents but it was only recently they
were returned from the office of the former Taoiseach,
who has retained three photostat copies thereof. The
negative of the photostat is in the possession of
this Department.

Sean Inman

Rúnaí,

Iadhtáin:



The Director spoke to Mr. Seán Nnnan today

and inquired if it would be possible to get Mr. Boland,

our Ambassador in London, to ascertain from lord

Justice Bucknill when the manuscript statement

received from him (Lord Bucknill) was written. Mr.

Nunan said he would make the necessary inquiries.

RÚNAÍ.

2.9.54.



ROINN GNÓTHAÍ EACHTRACHA
DEPARTMENTOF EXTERNALAFFAIRS

BAILE ATHA CLIATH
DUBLIN

21st September, 1954.

Dear Michael,

You will remember our recent con-
versation regarding the Bucknell papers
which we sent you on 27th August and your
enquiry as to the exact date on which Sir
Alfred wrote his account of his experiences
here in 1916 (the original of which is
included in the documents).

I have now heard from Fred Boland
that it is not possible to state the precise
date you require but it can be taken that the
account was compiled from recollection within
a week or so prior to the 4th February, 1953 -

the date on which Sir Alfred gave the document
to Fred.

Yours

sincerely,

Sean Inman

MichaelMcDunphy Esq.,
Bureau of Military History, 1913-1921,

26 Westland Row,
DUBLIN.



IRISH EMBASSY,
LONDON.

Confidential 5th February, 1953.

Dear Sean,

Following receipt of your letter, 338/347, of 12th

January, I got in touch with Sir Alfred Bucknill and he

came to lunch with me here yesterday. He is an invalid

and has been laid up with osteo-arthritis.

2. He gave me the enclosed account of his experiences

following the Rising and the few papers attached to it.

The papers seem to be of little value. The sheet of

paper containing a list of names was removed by him from

a nail on the wall immediately over the printing press

in Liberty Han on which the Proclamation of 1916 was

printed. He thinks it is a list of names of the men who

worked on the machine. It seems to me more likely to be

an allocation of duties among members of the Citizen Army

in Liberty Hall during the actual fighting. The pencilled

notes opposite the names apparently indicate hours of

active duty. The other paper with the cartoon on it was

found in a wooden box which had apparently been used to

import firearms from the United States. The British

authorities, Sir Alfred said, were never able to make

head or tail of it.

3. Sir Alfred's account of his experiences is not

perhaps of great interest but he added some details in

conversation with me during the lunch.

4. He told me that the officers in charge of the

execution squads had to report to him, as legal officer

of the Command, for the certification of the deaths. It

was one of these officers who told him that Thomas

McDonagh was whistling when he came down from the steps

into the execution yard.

5. Sir Alfred said also that he had seen suggestions

that the Taoiseach had not been executed because he was

an American citizen. His recollection was that this had

nothing whatever to do with it. If any single factor

was more responsible than another, it was the murder of

Sheehy-Skeffington. His reason for saying this was as

follows. When General Maxwell was sent over, he was
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given a pretty free hand to deal with the insurgents but

he was told by the Prime Minister personally that at all

costs, whatever was done would have to be done legally;

there would have to be a complete answer to possible

criticism in the House of Commons. Sir Alfred was

specially attached to General Maxwell to look after this

aspect of the matter,

6. When he got down to business in Dublin, Sir Alfred

found that the legal powers available were by no means

watertight. General Maxwell proposed to proceed with

court martials and executions under D.O.R.A.; but

D.O.R.A. did not provide for the case of armed

insurrection. For that reason, it was necessary to

charge the insurgents with "aiding the enemy" and in order

to bring the cases within the four corners of this charge,

it was decided to use in evidence the postscript to Paoraic

Pearse's last letter to his mother. The prosecution would

have been in some difficulty without this postscript.

7. As soon as the exeautions began, the Prime Minister

in London started to get apprehensive and frequent queries

were received as to the basis upon which General Maxwell

was proceeding. Sir Alfred had to prepare the replies to

a lot of these, A list had been prepared of the men to be

executed on the basis of documents found on captured men or

in occupied buildings. The Taoiseach's name was mentioned

as a Commandant in one of these documents which was written

and signed by Connolly (a copy of this is attached to Sir

Alfred's statement). It was on this document they relied

in courtmartialling the Taoiseach. In the middle of the

exchanges with Downing Street, the case of Sheehy-Skeffington,

who had been shot a week or more before the executions began,

started to assume importance. Skeffington had friends in the

Irish party who were assailing the Prime Minister with

questions. Downing Street regarded General Maxwell's replies

about the Skeffington case as wholly unsatisfactory and under

repeated questioning General Maxwell had to admit that a

mistake had been made. The reply was a peremptory order from

the Prime Minister to General Maxwell that there were to be

no more executions pending a personal discussion which the
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Prime Minister intended to have with General Maxwell a day

or two later. Sir Alfred says that when he got this order

General Maxwell asked him for a list of the men awaiting

execution and the Taoiseach's name was the first on the list.

When the Prime Minister met General Maxwell in Dublin on 12th

May, he decidedthat there were to be no more executions

except of men against whom charges such as the murder of

prisoners could be proved. SirAlfred told me that his

recollection of these matters is pretty clear and he is

fairly sure that the above is a correct explanation why the

Taoiseach was not executed. in 1916.

8. I stated in my letter of 26th July, 1951, that it was

Sir Alfred Bucknill whobrought the letter from Padraid

Pearse to General Maxwell accepting responsibility for him-

self and asking that the lives of his men should be spared.

This is not correct. Sir Alfred was the bearer, not of the

letter, but of the reply. He handed this personally to

Padraic Pearse who was walking up and down in the barrack

square of - he thinks - Richmond Barracks. Pearse, who

seemed quite calm and self-possessed, thanked him for the

letter, read it and put it in his pocket without comment.

Sir Alfred said he had no knowledge of the contents of

General Maxwell's reply.

9. Sir Alfred said that the remains of the printing

press in Liberty Hall were put in wooden boxes and brought

up to Command Headquarters at Parkgate. He thought they

might possibly still be there. He also said that the chair

on which James Connolly was executed - which was an ordinary

kitchen chair - was subsequently brought to Kilmainham and

was still there when he left Ireland in 1919. He thought

it might possibly still be extant. The back of the chair

was badly damaged by the bullets.

10. All the executions were ordered to take place at 3.45

a.m. in the morning.

11. On handing me the enclosed account and the papers,

Sir Alfred Bucknill asked me for a personal assurance that

his name would not be mentioned in connection with these

papers, or any matter disclosed in them, during his lifetime.

I told him that he could rest assured that his wishes in
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this respect would be scrupulously respected.

Yours sincerely,

F.H. BOLAND

Sean Nunan Esq.,
Secretary,
Department of External Affairs,
Dublin.



Leairs of am English soldier in Ireland.

my first
seine in Dublin was one of Civil war. We arrived in

the very early house of
the mooring

and steamed up to north wall,

silent and dark,
me custom House, stood art against a bashground

of fire
there were at least 4 distinct fries burning, and great

Paines
were uaping up in different plans as if the whole city north

of
the Liffey

was doomed. Occasionally one head are crush of a rifle

other

knocking
of machine gun fire. We arrived at the quay and

found
a and lying alongside with a gun mounted I her bows. The

and of
this and had lift out there was one man on board in charge of

the gun
and in neper on to tie up along cide. A staff officer then

came on board an Irishman who was wearing me military cross ribbon

earned in France.
It was a man of insurable cheerfulness

"sine, we had in fine fight"
was his answer to all me

questions
thrust at him, after white anomie stuff officer arrived with

2 cars and in got ashore on tome quay, which had a primitive

barricade of barge barrels After some delay in getting on luggage

ashore we mounted the cars and drove away to Royal Hospital. St

was impossible to go direct as the fire cants & the Post office

was heed by
the rebels & mere was no other way except to go round

by
the bosh circular Road. We passed Liberty Hall, Which had been

shelled on the previous day. And then pursned somewhat

exciting coreise owing
to the concessive vigilance of in picquets

who challenger was about every 50 yards on one occasion the

leading car did not pull up sufficiently quichly and 3 of a



picquet
had weir rifles up toweir shoulders. If mat car had putrid

up a yew second later it would have most certainly
have been

perforated

we arrived sapling at Royal Hospital about 3 a in

Friday
on 28/4/16, and after a cup of ha went to bed for a few Norris

I cannot remember that anything exciting happened on the
Friday

we wad a sentry patrolling
the little wall running behoove the

Gordon one dries I he occasionally had a shot at
something

what Inever discoreed There was also anomie suiting who patilleo

along the unbnerbment behind the wall cooking Conards the

Dublin Union. I Corhed Neer His Wall and could Ill

bay distinctly
the Reperbllian green flay hanging from one

of the windows of the union second Maxwell out a lieut

that some one weight
life to earn & guineas by hinging the

flag

in out it remained mere to far as gluon until the surrender

on the Sunday.

There were a food many troops quartered at the
hospital,

& may wept in the corridors mere one also a divisional

train picheted in the field cocking darned Kilinainham

Gaol, on the n side of the avenue, I wandued about the house

in Friday morning d found a bullet mark on the wall of the

drawing room, which had cane
through

the window apparently

from
the direction of park late.



bu Saturday morning
I was busy drafting a paper for general

Byrne
and after

lunch went down with him to park gate

whilst we were there, we heard mat probably the whole affiair

was weir and Shirley afterward Pearse the rebel celader

arrived and
saw general Maxwell. Pearse

surrendered unconditionally and sent not lotus to his followers

to do the same, I san this man later on in the day at Arbner

Hill Bawichs where he was removed I went mere into general

Byrne
Pearse was dressed in green uniform

into yellow
stuff

to be and he had a hat rather like aColonials into one

side turned up.
He ins bell and well set up into nigh cheeh bones

and upes deep set I remember
that he said he had taught

sane money
into him to

pay for
his food

and he requested

that he right
han special food.

Out this request was not than

granted.

It was oberons from the commencement that were would be great

difficulty
in gelling

sufficient leget credence to pun
any

particular officer against any particular person and

that the only thing
to do ins to

get the names of officers who

could identify prisoners as haring when part in thelighting

wharing
sunendued into arms in weir hands. In not king into

an officer a see h Watson of the Royal Irish Rifles who was

in charge of
a detachment of men at Royal Hospital,

I found

that he had been engaged in the
lighting

at the Dublin Union



I had beeped to in he a food marry
Prisoners were who were now

at Hitmainham.
I Cold General Byrne this, who arranged

into H.O. That me indence of this officer stoned be in been,

but not king was done, and in the limday I went to

Hitmainham and book in summary anyself of his indence

in the case of versions into whom he anther man in his
company

identified.

The prisoners that isaw then were in rather in dependable

state sane of them had were wounded and may
all

boohed dirty & unkempt. Innes
very surprised to hear

in of meme Beaylley
& Duggan Say may

were Solicitor.

The
leader at the union was kart, who was not

vahen prisoner by not Watson,
nit several of the

Prisoners said that he was in command mere a man called

Irvine,

secondary
school teacher was second in command

I gutheard from west of the statements made by the accursed

that they had no linonledge in the Monday morning that were

was joing to be a William. Unlie Mey Were
suddenly

induce in to the south union gate at the double

and when in to the huts where the lighting
boa place

where they
were ford to barricade themselves as may were

about tobe attached
by

the military
this was weir version

the is undoubtedly time that Susie of the company or vittatine

of the Irish Volunteers who were when to the south Dublin



Union weir the ledge on the left side of the road and

ambushed the Royal Irish Regiment
who were marching dun

tothe castle shiller
seveonl of them the Irish as was told

by officers there, wad not the nightest idea of
what they were

in for, and were inarching along
in found, when they

were fried on they then doubled bush under cover and

attached across the
field

in open order whitst another

party
in hed weir

any
round to the canal

lide
and attached

kine, they then stound the huts when may found the

rebel mixed up into the patients and a Irish horrible

compassion.

miner ward that any man was time for firing in the
torps

in this ambush. To for as Stinne no rebel captured in

the union was excented Irvine the west preeminent man

Captured time, was surtuned to 10 years canal servitude



Buhinday (April 30) a large number of
rebels surrendered

and they were bought up to Richmond Barracks I saw

the countess markieviez
arrive were at the head

of her company. When I saw her she was standing

gnawing
an orange

in the
currach Square into

a number of young
women primness

standing

schind her. The was dressed in dark green micherbrohers

oputtus and
treme I had a green hat

with cock's features
in it I saw her again in another

day
when me was bought to Richmond Barracks

from kilmainban
for a

summaing of indurce to

be when. The was brought over in a arohr an arlance attended

byn woodress I a guard of
soldiers. I took the summary of credence

in her case, and from the sentiment of a page try at
on

roe facing
Stephen's green it appeared that he saw her

fire her involver at a window in the notel from which

an officer in uniform was cooking art. We cullet stuneer the

window sill. When I asked her waiting she asked a say

anything. She said we dreamed of on Irish dipublic and

thought us had a fightry
chance then for a few counts

the when down and sobbed.

Pearse MacDonagh and Clarke were tried in the first day

that the court set and were all condiment to deate

demented in the following morning at kilmainhan Garl.



Pearse during the time of waiting before his trial

had einteen a
later from prison this mother which

was used in evidence against him at his trial. This

atter is new attached to we proceedings
in his case and

is
interesting because he says there "than reasant

believe that the German expedition in which I counted

actually
set said but was departed by

me British

Fleet"

Pearse appears than been a very considerable orator. I was told

that he was really
a umdeipel speaker he made

the

funeral oration at the huial of
O'Donovan Rossa

at glasuevin cameting in 1915 I saw him saluted by some

of his
men who were also waiting

trial in a
very

respectful
manner. One of we royal mish officers told

me
that after the rebels had been driven art of the

post office by
the fire raging then. They

collected in

the side street by
the coliseum and seeind enustain

what to do other Pearse came up
and spoke to

men was a few
minutes way

were evening and rusted

after him in the
direction of house street

Pearse made an appeal
to general mascivell to sparatha

lives of his followess of the forfeited his on life. I Had



to hand Pearce Mueral Maxwell's Utter in reply
but do not

Know its Contents

Nelins from what Those
Alho

and Present at his Execution

Colone
Tree These Nine were and in Dead all Who were

Execution died Crovely
MacDonagh in Died Came Dron

The Stairs Whistling. They
Were Clindfolded in on

Passage
and Had a Piece of Pope Perined on There

Corts over the Wart and Were Them Wart They

Were Shot at Tow Different Spots in Two Different

Yards
in the Pool

Isan The Plans of Execution May

Cover not Be Over Cooked from amy
Windows. Out the Roise

Mush Han Can Cuipe.
St Pightend

the People Civing

Near Who Thought It and Artillery Cash Fining

Party had 12 Man & Ne Executions Cook Place at

3.45 A.M. Am First
9 Used to Keep Very Brelly

at Royal
Hospital because Terred ant Help Meeting

of Nera Imfortemete man dying
not Were Them 1/4

Mile army
and on the First Occasion Meard the March

of the Firing Party Goring
out Par Royal Hospital But

Inver
Heard the Firing

Welien Was P.H. Pearce

Did Out See His Mother Before
his Executions Beearese

The Moter Which Was Lint for Has was Stopper Cythe

Piquet
& Were Wit Get Through Coeing Armingiomet

was Made to Pt the relatives the Grel brother Wright



Befuette Execution, and on Priest was
Always

in Attendane

on The Execution & Crival A Caugh Graer Was Lugat

Arbner Hill Detention Barracks and the Wodies Were

Removed There for Burial.

The
difficulty

of Collecting
Cirdence in the Cases was Very

Considerable,
as it Was Messary in Wery Case toProve

Net ne Accused Was Sunandered into Arms from
grace

Place which was been Held by the rebels and Where

Fighting
was Vahur Place in Maing Cases Cirts

of Prisoners
Was been Veben

Unt no officer cued

identips The accused as no person was wad actually

gunendered and of Curse There Cus The resh of People

Gring Fulix
Names & Address Which in Fust cas

dove in Several Cases Bryond the Prodanation ofker

Nish Depublie
Abich Continuo the Names of y repatries

on brew very
wilt of the Prince

Were in the rebellion

Copy
Attached

a Document Ans Frond as one of
the Presoners Type

Untlen
& Signed by Crolly

Which Mentrined the Miner

Commandants in Dublin, McDonagh, Kent, Mallin,

De Valera
&

Daly
Were Sprecpeally

Mentrined There

Bryand Then
2 documert There And & March Hardly any

of amy
where beyred

the acture Seminde of Pearse,

Fight by has & by
McDonagh and Clarke, and

Union unders signed by Connolly
an amy roler

Apprinty
McBride as Commandant at Jacobs



Factory
was

Found,
and an Order

by Connolly
to J.J Hourtin

to
Seige

the Mendicity at all Ests was Found, also

a Pape Signed by
Mr Dunett Meening All Pearses

at
the Camp

Co repist ab Biberty Hull
Ontschunday

Enter Arms

There Were
I Thick the Arty Documents reping to

the Actuce Operations
Which Were wood at the Cirals

We Were ant Able to Pron the Proscamentin of There

Refueblie
at First Owing

to the Fret that no
Copy

had Been Saved, Out Dulsequenting a Past of
the

Cype

was Fored
at Hiberty

Hall As on Whuter to Proir

this in Has Dunott's Rase
Capt Wheeler & Quent

drow to Hiberty Hall & Had a Xarch There to Also

Took
Grim Infressins of the Type

I
Took airing Q-Copies

I Gaer
March Dryan one

Intinoring to Heep the There

Out
Mat Hand it Over to General Masavell also

Gent it in to ne Prime Menaster I Prover Cam it

Agan the Type was Canpuly Remer at
any Myfertes

I Packer in Core & Bahin to H.Q. Where it Putilly

Hill is

Liberty
Hall was Pretey Well Masached

by
the Troops

at First Whem Quint
There a Guard

was Been
Placed

no it One one Coved get in Intunt an
order.

The Type of Me proiclamatin
Was in its Frances

Ceeing against
the Crvill in the Ennis

in
An Room



which was succeed
off

from another room. Both there romer were

beloved the actual printing
room

&
brewed to head in to

a shop ubeen sold collars & clothes. 9 focused the

printers file
which

the N.C.O who showed us round, bunself

a
Printer told us was used

by
the printer

toport the copies in from which he worked. I found the proof

of the
countess

was
Hynn there, "copies march"

untien in it. I also found
what

appeared to be

a time ruble for all day Dwight unk, probably

weeder
for printing

me proclamation. The N.C.O

said that

probably there was
west

cough

type
to print the which proclamation I therefore

the top half was printed first I then the
type

was
reset I the Volta half was printed. we

scaribed diligently to find or proof of the top half

but failed.

Liberty
Hall was in itself in a state of

utler

confession - The

flows of the

rooms upstairs were hovered
untin

old suppester

was used as beds to lie upon. There were a certain

number of
bones in some of

the comes. Presumably

the remains of food. In two rooms us fond indence



of
cartridges being

reloaded. A large amont of No. 5

short was in the flon
and in the window sill. and

there were umbers of unels lying abort. I also

piched up an cion sort of & a wooden

rainner in one of there rooms which
mush haer

been used
to help reload the cartridges as they

filter
the cartridge

12 one very well.
& I found race

when cartridges
partly corded as if the rainner

had failed
to get we und down & had bent the

cartridge which Wright heppin
if

the rainner

was west quite true. I also
found a bellow cion

tube in the me come which 9

think was probably
used for

the same purpose.

In another room eve found a large member

of wooden onces dispatcher from America which

had contained
the shot

grins
which were used

by

the rebels. I coned west
find

any invoice there

picked up a rather remark able
document

offering or reward for the capture of "Black

Luke" which
mush ban been peaked inter are

of the grins
I imagine.

he
went into Connollys

room but everyting had

been ransacked there. His to bureau had been



bunt open
inter a crowbar

which
was

still there, and

everything had been removed.
There was a

in men

of the down theirs
rooms which was still there Dunopend.

This was mexquently opened by representative from

He but noting
was

found
in it.

he found a very
bargh number of ings & costumes

& paints for making up,
but there were probably

wad in the theatricals
at Liberty Hall. There was

a little
theatre I stage underposed in large

room adjoining
the

printing
to room.



Letters of an English soldier in Ireland.

My first scene in Dublin was one of civil war. We

arrived in the very early hours of the morning and steamed

up to North Wall, silent and dark. The Custom House stood

out against a background of fire. There were at least four

distinct fires burning, and great flames were leaping up in

different places as if the whole city north of the Liffey

was doomed. Occasionally one heard the crack of a rifle and

the knocking of machine gun fire. We arrived at the quay and

found a vessel lying alongside with a gun mounted in her bows.

The crew of this vessel had left but there was one man on

board in charge of the gun and he helped us to tie up

alongside. A staff officer then came on board, an Irishman

who was wearing the military cross ribbon earned in France.

He was a man of invincible cheerfulness. "Sure, we've had

a fine fight" was his answer to all the questions thrust at

him. After a while another staff officer arrived with two

cars, and we got ashore on the quay, which had a primitive

barricade of large barrels. After some delay in getting our

luggage ashore we mounted the cars and drove away to Royal

Hospital. It was impossible to go direct as the Four

Courts and the Post Office were held by the rebels and there

was no other way except to go round by the North Circular

Road. We passed Liberty Hall, which had been shelled on the

previous day, and then pursued a somewhat exciting course

owing to the excessive vigilance of our picquets who

challenged us almost every 50 yards. On one occasion the

leading car did not pull up sufficiently quickly and three of

a picquet had their rifles up to their shoulders. If that

car had pulled up a few seconds later it would have most
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certainly have been perforated.

We arrived safely at Royal Hospital about 3 a.m. on

28/4/16 (Friday), and after a cup of tea went to bed for a

few hours.

I cannot remember that anything exciting happened on the

Friday. We had a sentry patrolling the little wall running

between the garden and the drive and he occasionally had a

shot at something, what I never discovered. There was also

another sentry who patrolled along the embankment behind the

wall looking towards the Dublin Union. I looked over this

wall and could see very distinctly the Republican green flag

hanging from one of the windows of the Union. General

Maxwell threw out a hint that someone might like to earn

two guineas by bringing the flag in, but it remained there

so far as I know until the surrender on the Sunday.

There were a good many troops quartered at the hospital,

arid they slept in the corridors. There was also a divisional

train picketed in the field looking towards Kilmainham Gaol

on the N side of the avenue. I wandered about the house

on Friday morning and found a bullet mark on the wall of the

drawing-room, which had come through the window apparently

from the direction of Park Gate.

On Saturday morning I was busy drafting a paper for

General Byrne and after lunch went down with him to Parkgate.

Whilst we were there, we heard that probably the whole affair

was over, and shortly afterwards Pearse the rebel leader

arrived and saw General Maxwell. Pearse surrendered

immediately and sent out notices to his followers to do the

same. I saw this man later on in the day at Arbour Hill

Barracks where he was removed. I went there with General

Byrne. Pearse was dressed in green uniform with yellow
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stare tabs and he had a hat rather like a Colonial's with one

side turned up. He was tall and well set up, with high

cheek bones and eyes deep set. I remember that he said he

had brought some money with him to pay for his food and he

requested that he might have special food, but this request

was not then granted.

It was obvious from the commencement that there would

be great difficulty in getting sufficient legal evidence

to pin any particular offence against any particular person,

and that the only thing to do was to get the names of officers

who could identify prisoners as having taken part in the

fighting and having surrendered with arms in their hands.

In talking with an officer, a Sec. Lt. Watson of the Royal

Irish Rifles, who W5s in charge of a detachment of men at

Royal Hospital, I found that he had been engaged in the

fighting at the Dublin Union and had helped to take a good

many prisoners there who were now at Kilmainham. I told

General Byrne this, who arranged with H.Q. that the evidence

of this officer should be taken, but nothing was done, and

on the Monday I went to Kilmainham and took a summary

myself of his evidence in the case of various men whom he

and other men in his Company identified.

The prisoners that I saw then were in rather a

deplorable state. Some of them had been wounded and they all

looked dirty and unkempt. I was very surprised to hear two

of them, Beazley and Duggan say they were solicitors.

The leader at the Union was Kent, who was not taken prisoner

by Mr. Watson, but several of the prisoners said that he

was in command there. A man called Irvine, a secondary

school teacher, was second in command. I gathered from

most of the statements made by the accused that they had no

knowledge on the Monday morning that there was going to be a
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rebellion until they were suddenly rushed in to the

South Union gate at the double and taken in to the huts

where the fighting took place, where they were told to

barricade themselves as they were about to be attacked by

the military. This was their version. It is

undoubtedly true that some of the company or battalion

of the Irish Volunteers who were taken to the South Dublin

Union lined the hedge on the left side of the road and

ambushed the Royal Irish Regiment who were marching down to

the Castle and killed several of them. The Irish, as I was

told by officers there, hadn't the slightest idea of what

they were in for, and were marching along in fours when

they were fired on. They then doubled back under cover

and attacked across the fields in open order whilst

another party worked their way round to the canal side and

attacked there. They then stormed the huts, where they

found the rebels mixed up with the patients and a most

horrible confusion.

I never heard that any man was tried for firing on

the troops in this ambush. So far as I know no rebels

captured in the Union was executed. Irvine, the most

prominent man captured there, was sentenced to 10 years'

penal servitude.

On Sunday (April 30th) a large number of rebels

surrendered and they were brought up to Richmond Barracks.

I saw the Countess Markievicz arrive there at the head of

her company. When I saw her she was standing gnawing an

orange in the barrack square with a number of young women

prisoners standing behind her. She was dressed in dark

green knickerbockers and puttees and tunic and had a

green hat with cock's feathers in it. I saw her again

on another day when she was brought to Richmond Barracks
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from Kilmainham for a summary of evidence to be taken.

She was brought over in a motor ambulance attended by a

wardress and a guard of soldiers. I took the. summary of

evidence in her case, and from the statement of a page-boy

at an hotel facing Stephen's Green it appeared that he saw

her fire her revolver at a window in the hotel from which

an officer in uniform was looking out. The bullet struck

the window sill. When I asked her whether she wished to

say anything, she said "We dreamed of an Irish Republic

and thought we had a fighting chance". Then for a few

moments she broke down and sobbed.

Pearse, MacDonagh and Clarke were tried on the first

day that the court sat and were all condemned to death

and executed on the following morning at kilmainham Gaol.

Pearse during the time of waiting before his trial had

written a letter from prison to his mother which was used

in evidence against him at his trial. This letter is now

attached to the proceedings in his case and is interesting

because he says there "I have reason to believe that the

German expedition on which I counted actually set sail

but was defeated by the British fleet."

Pearse appears to have been a very considerable

orator. I was told that he was really a wonderful speaker.

He made the funeral oration at the burial of O'Donovan

Rossa at Glasnevin Cemetery in 1915. I saw him saluted by

some of his men who were also waiting trial in a very

respectful manner. One of the Royal Irish officers told me

that after the rebels had been driven out of the Post Office

by the fire raging there, they collected in the side Street

by the Coliseum and seemed uncertain what to do and then

Pearse came up and spoke to them and in a few minutes they

were cheering and rushed after him in the direction of
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Moore St. Pearse made an appeal to General Maxwell to

spare the lives of his followers if he forfeited his own

life. I had to hand Pearse General Maxwell's letter in

reply but do not know its contents.

I believe from what those who were present at his

execution told me that these three men and indeed all who

were executed died bravely. MacDonagh indeed came down

the stairs whistling. They were blindfolded in a passage

and had a piece of paper pinned on their coats over the

heart and were then led out. They were shot at two

different spots in two different yards in the gaol.

I saw the places of execution. They could not be

overlooked from any windows, but the noise must have been

terrific. It frightened the people living near

who thought it was artillery. Each firing party had 12

men, and the executions took place at 3.45 a.m. At first

I used to sleep very badly at Royal Hospital because I

could not help thinking of these unfortunate men dying

not more than 1/4mile away, and on the first occasion I

heard the march of the firing party going out from Royal

Hospital but I never heard the firing. I believe that

P.H. Pearse did not see his mother before his execution

because the motor which was sent for her was stopped by

the picquets and could not get through. Every arrangement

was made to get the relatives to the gaol on the night

before the executions, and a priest was always in attendance

at the execution and burial. A large grave was dug at

Arbour Hill Detention Barracks and the bodies were removed

there for burial.

The difficulty of collecting evidence in the cases

was very considerable, as it was necessary in every case

to prove that the accused had surrendered with arms from
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some place which had been held by the rebels and where

fighting had taken place. In many cases lists of

prisoners had been taken but no officer could identify the

accused as the person who had actually surrendered and

of course there was the risk of people giving false names

and addresses which in fact was done in several cases.

Beyond the proclamation of the Irish Republic which

contained the names of seven signatories we knew very

little of the prime movers in the rebellion. A document

was found on one of the prisoners, typewritten and signed

by Connolly, which mentioned the various Commandants in

Dublin. McDonagh, Kent, Mallin, de Valera and Daly

were specifically mentioned there. Beyond these two

documents there were I think hardly any of any value

beyond the actual surrender of Pearse, signed by him and

by McDonagh and Clarke, and various orders signed by

Connolly. An army order appointing McBride as Commandant

at Jacob's factory was found, and an order by Connolly

to J.J. Heuston to seize the Mendicity at all costs was

found. Also a paper signed by McDermott ordering all

persons at the camp to report at Liberty Hall on the

Monday with arms. These were I think the only documents

referring to the actual operations which were used at the

trials. We were not able to prove the Proclamation of the

Republic at first owing to the fact that no copy had been

saved, but subsequently a part of the type was found at

Liberty Hall. As we wanted to prove this in McDermott's

case Capt. Wheeler and I went down to Liberty Hall and

had a search there. We also took some impressions of the

type. I took away two copies and gave General Byrne one

intending to keep the other but handed it over to General

Maxwell, who sent it to the Prime Minister and I never saw

it again. The type was carefully removed at my suggestion

and packed in a box and taken to H.Q. where it probably
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still is.

Liberty Hall was pretty well ransacked by the troops

at first. When I went there a guard had been placed over

it and no one could get in without an order. The type

of the proclamation was in its frames leaning against the

wall in the inner little room which was screened off from

another room. Both these rooms were behind the actual

printing room and seemed to lead into a shop which sold

collars and clothes. I found the printer's file

which the N.C.O. who showed us round, himself a professional

printer, told us was uséd by the printer to put the copies

on from which he worked. I found the proof of the

Countess's War Hymn there, copies March written on it.

I also found what appeared to be a time table for all

day and night work, probably needed for printing the

proclamation. The N.C.O. said that probably there was

not enough type to print the whole proclamation and

therefore the top half was printed first and then the

type was reset and the bottom half was printed. We

searched diligently to find a proof of the top half but

failed.

Liberty Hall was in itself in a state of utter

confusion. The floors of the rooms upstairs were covered

with old newspapers and magazines, which it was suggested

were used as beds to lie upon. There were a certain

number of bones in some of the rooms, presumably the

remains of food. In two rooms we found evidence of

S.
cartridges being reloaded. A large amount of No. 5 shot

was on the floor and on the window sill, and there were

numbers of wads lying about.. I also picked up an iron

sort of rammer and a wooden rammer in one of these rooms

which must have been used to help reload the cartridges

as they fitted the cartridge 12 bore very well, and I
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found one or two cartridges partly loaded as if the rammer

had failed to get the wad down and had bent the cartridge

which might happen if the rammer was not quite true.

I also found a broken iron tube in the other room which

I think was probably used for the same purpose. In

another room we found a. large number of wooden boxes

despatched from America. which had contained the shotguns

which were used by the rebels. I could not find any

invoice there but picked up a rather remarkable document

offering a reward for the capture of "Black Luke" which

must have been packed into one of the guns I imagine.

We went into Connolly's room but everything had

been ransacked there. His bureau had been burst open with

a crowbar which was still there, and everything had been

removed. There was a safe in one of the downstairs

rooms which was still there and unopened. This. was

subsequently opened by representatives from H.Q.

but nothing was found in it.

We found a very large number of wigs and costumes

and paints for making up, but these were probably used in

the theatricals at Liberty Hall. There was a little

theatre and stage underground in a large room adjoining

the printing room.
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30 UPPER LIFFEY STREET, DUBLIN
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Mr. Nolan,

Bibcrty hall.

A chara,

The forme will not be ready till 6, o'clock. Gould.

you send machine man to tea from 5 to o'clock, so that he

could work ahead after that. I will call down about

5 o'clock.

Yours truly,
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THE LANG BENEFIT CONCERT

PART I. PART II.

1. Song. Die Wacht am Rhein Mr. Andrew Dunne. 1. Song. Selected. Mr. Brian O'Higgins.

2. Dance Three Hand Reel The Misses B. McKenna,
R. Drew & K. Nugent,

2. Song. "O'Donovan Rossa" Miss Lily O'Byrne.

3. New Song "Brit-Huns"
(by C de Markieviecz)

Mr. Gerald Crofts. 3. Song (New) "Ireland to Germany"
(by Maeve Kavanagh)

Mr. Gerald Crofts.

4. Recitation Selected Mr. Shawn Connolly. 4. Recitation. "Mike O'Leary" C. de Markisviecz.

5. Song Selected Mr. Brian O'Higgins. 5. Song "Mountains of Pomeroy" Mr. Morgan.

6. New Song "Draw the Sword"
(by Theo Fitzgerald)

Miss Molly Byrne. 6. Dance. Double Hornpipe. Miss Rita Drew and
Miss Mckenna.

7. Song. "Comrades in Arms" Juverna Quartette. 7. Song. "Ceo Drodherchta" Miss M. O'Byrne.

8. Sketch "When Wexford Rose" Fianna Players. 8. Song. Selected Master Freacy.

FINALE

Song. - "The Memory of the Dead" - Mr. A. Dunne.

Typed by:
"Foley's"
Dublin. Irish Paper.





the lives of all as followers but we de not expect that they

will spare the lives. of the leaders. we are ready to die and we

shall the cheerfully and proudly, Personally I de not hope or

even desire be live, but I de hope and desire and believe that

the lives of all our followers will be saved including the lives

dear to you and me (my sun incepted) and this will be a great

consolation to me when dying.

You must net grieve far all this. We have preserved

Ireland's humorour own our deedsof last week are the

meet splendidin Ireland's history people will say hart things

of us saw, we shall on remembered by posterity and blessed by

unborn gasptiup You tee will be blessed besours you were

my

motherIf you feel you would like to see me I think you will be

am aliased to visit. as byapplying to

the

headquarters Irish

Command near the I shall I hope have another opportunity

of writing to you.

to N.W. N.E., Kite Byrne X X and your own dear

self

P.N.
I understand that the serous expedition which I was

sounding on actually set call but was defeated by the British



Army of the Irish Republic
Headquarters, (Dublin Command)

28th April, 1916.

TO SOLDINRS.
This is the 5th day of the establishment of the IrishRepublie and the flag of our country still floats from the most importantbuildings in Dublin, and is gallantly protected by the Officer, and Irishsoldiers in arms throughout the country, Not a day passes without seeingfresh postings of Irish Soldiers eager to do battle for the old cause.Despite the utmost vigilance of the enemy we have been able to get in in-formation telling us how the manhood of Ireland, inspired by our splendidaction, are gathering to offer up their lives if necessary in the sameholy cause. We are here hemmed in because the enemy feels that in this

building is to be found the heart and inspiration of our great movement.
Let us remind you what you have done. For the first time in sevenhundred years the flag of a free Ireland floats triumphantly in Dublin city
The British Army, whose expiaite we are for ever having dinned intoour ears, which boasts of haring stormed the Dardanelles and the Germanlines on the Marne, behind their Artillery and Machine Guns are afraid toadvance to the attack or atern an positions held by our Forces. The sloughter they suffered in the first few days has totally and theydare not attempt qaiaa* 4L%nsateq.ok on our piöitE%nst
Our Commisdains irflnt wi.9fl bClding tip fl' awn
Commandant Dily'i- sa$4Cezproit- ii capiurtig Linen Rail Barracks

we all know. You ant know ale. that the whole population both Clergyand Laity of t11s Di.strifl at. uniSd in Ms praises.
Commandant UaaDonagb is established in an impregnable position

reaching from the walls of Dublin 'Castle to flifl, end from Bishop
Street to Stephens "teen.

(In Stephens Green, Goiaandant ralliti hol4s the College of Surgeons
one side of the Square, a portion of the other side, and dominates the
whole Green and all its entranues and exits.)

Commandan$ Do '(alert stretohes in a position from the Gas Works to
Westland Row hol-ling Boland's Bakery, Bàland's Utile, D. & S. . Railway
Works and domination of ?2errion Square.

Corrmandant Kent holds the auth Dublin Union and Guinness's Buildings
Buildingsto Parrow bone Lane and oontrols Jaimeøon Street and district.

On two occasions the enemy effectjl. a lodgment and were driven out
with great loss.

(
The men of 1orth County Dublin r... - -the field, have occupied all

the Police Barracks in the district, destroyed all the Telegraph system on
the Great Northern flaiiway up to Dundalk, and are opsrating against the
trains of the Lcidland and Great Western.

Dundalk has sent 200 sen to march on Dublin and in the other p1rts
of the North our Jones are active and growing.

In Galway, Captain Yellows fresh from his escape from nra Irish '

Prison is in the field with his men. Wezford and Wicklow are strong and
bork and terry are equally acquitting themselves creditably. (We have every
confidence that our allies in Germany and our kinsmen in America are strain.
ing every' nerve to hasten matters on our behalf.)

As you know, 1 was wounded twice yesterday and am unable to move
about, but have got my bed moved into the firing line and with the assistance
assistanceof your Officers will be Just as useful to you as ever.

Courage Boys, we are winning and in the hour of our victory let us
not forget the sjilendid women -who have every way stood by us and cheered
us on. Never had a man or women a grander oauee; never was a cause more

grandly served.
Signed.

JAMES C0)WOLLY,
CO)kANDAfl GENERAL,

DUIIMN DIVISION.


